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“Hidden Causes of Illness—Counteracting the Forces of Darkness Behind Many 
Diseases” 

Session 7  2015 
Hidden Causes of Disease 

• There are forces of darkness that work against our healing.  

o These dark forces are not benign—they can cause harm 

o For every illness there is a force of darkness that is behind it 

o These forces are called entities. An entity is an unclean spirit. Some call them 
demons or discarnates which simply means “without a body.” 

o They have a consciousness and an awareness but they are programmed 
towards darkness and not the light. They seek the light because they have no 
light of their own. 

o When you battle an illness, especially serious illnesses such as cancer or other 
diseases, you are also dealing with dark forces behind the disease that try to 
drain your body of light 

• Elizabeth Clare Prophet gave a series of lectures at Summit University on healing in the 
1970’s.  

o Although the subject was healing, the series was all about the influence of 
entities and how they cause disease.  

o These unseen forces affect us more than we realize 

Why Jesus Cast Out Devils in Order to Heal 

• Jesus cast out devils in order to heal 

o The Gadarene demoniac was an insane man possessed of demons 

§ His entities or possessing demons said to Jesus “What have we to do with 
thee O son of God? Torment us not.” They recognized the son of God. In 
fact his presence was an offense to them. 
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§ Jesus knew the man was possessed and he forthrightly addressed the 
entities.  He said “what is thy name? They replied “our name is legion for 
we are many.” 

§ The name is the key to the casting out of entities.  

Every Illness has an Entity 

• Every illness has an entity associated with it 

o Entities have no light of their own and they function as parasites 

o Entities attach to the spine, usually at the neck and the base of the spine, also at 
the heels and through the feet. 

o They suction or siphon off the light  

o They leave the person feeling drained or depleted 

o They intertwine with the person’s thoughts and feelings  

o They interact with other habits if these are present too 

o There are two kinds of entities—discarnate entities and mass entities 

• (1) Discarnate entities  

o Disembodied spirits, made up of the personality consciousness of someone who 
has departed. It expresses through the astral, mental or etheric bodies, of 
lifestreams who have passed through the change called death. 

o When you have discarnates on the astral plane, it is the astral ka, which is the 
sheath or the shell of the one who has passed on. This can be deadly—it is like 
the ghost of the person. It has no longer access to the light and it goes about 
seeking whom it may devour.    

• (2) Mass entities  

o These are forcefields of humanly misqualified energy. They are the thought and 
feeling creations of un-ascended man. 

o The accumulation of mankind’s momentums of hatred, violence, war, greed, 
envy, grief, fear, lust, gossip, and the like.  
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o These entities, as islands of darkness, float in the astral belt. 

o They are moved about on the grid of the field of human consciousness by 
diabolical forces that direct these pools of dark power against unsuspecting 
lifestreams. 

o  For example, acts of crime diagnosed as temporary insanity are sometimes 
brought about by the focusing of these vortices of vicious energy upon the auric 
fields of negatively oriented or unsuspecting people.  

o These individuals are then held accountable for crimes in which they may have 
been wronged as much as their victims, their sole error having been either their 
receptivity to or their lack of defense against harmful vibrations. 

Practical Steps to Dealing with Entities 

• There are some practical steps that we can take to protect our forcefield and keep 
our consciousness and environment free from entities.  
 

1. The fragrance of pine repels entities.  
 

o Carries the spiritual essence released through pine trees.  
 

o The nature spirits called the pine devas who minister to the pine forests can give 
great spiritual protection even to entire nations. They stand as a buffer between 
mankind and their own psychic effluvia.  

 
o City dwellers vacationing in national parks and forests absorb the balancing, 

restoring and healing power that is transmitted by the Holy Spirit through 
nature—especially through all types of pine.  

 
o Intimate communion with nature is absolutely necessary to the health, harmony 

and sanity of the soul. The fragrances of pine, frankincense, fresh mint, deodar 
and of flowers (especially roses) are also entity repellents.  

 
o These may be used on the body, in the home and around children. Some yogis 

place a drop of oil of deodar over the third eye before going into samadhi. 
 
2. Keep Your Home and Environment Clean 
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• Those who desire to keep their homes free of entities will take steps to see that your 
environment is clean 

o Food and wastes are never left uncovered, dirty dishes are not left overnight, the 
garbage is put out in sealed containers before retiring.  

o Wherever substance is in a state of decay, there entities gather to absorb the 
energies released through oxidation.  

o Such things as wilted flowers, body odors, soiled clothing, dirty rags, old 
newspapers, stagnant water and fine dust (on furniture and in cars) attract 
entities.  

o Entities also work through and draw upon the energies of animals.  
§ If you have a pet you need to take extra care and do additional decrees 

o Entities feed at dumps, junkyards and car graveyards 
o They are often are attached to antiques and used furniture. 

§ You can demagnetize these 
o Because entities are not seen but only felt, entities can and often do make 

individuals uncomfortable without their realizing the source of their distress.  
§ Upon entering a house or a public building, you may become uneasy 

or painfully aware of a vibration that is foreign to the Christ within.  
§ This can mean that there are infestations of entities or persons 

possessed by entities. 
§ You may even sense the record of unpleasant events that have taken 

place there, and you may feel the desire to leave as soon as possible. 

How do Entities Work? 

• Entities can lower one’s vitality 
• They make a point of interfering with one’s projects.  
• They can bring on nervous tension and nervous breakdowns.  
• They may make people irritable or tardy.  
• They attempt to disorganize one’s entire life by working through employers, 

employees, family, friends or strangers—it doesn’t matter. 
• The tenacity of the grip of sex, drug, gambling, liquor and nicotine entities cannot be 

imagined by those who have never been hooked by the claws of these astral beasts 
of prey.  

Maintaining a Forcefield of Light 

o The Goddess of Purity speaks of the importance of maintaining a forcefield of purity in 
the home:  
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o “Do you suppose that the Light of the Christ can descend through a forcefield charged 

with the records of human creation for generations? 
 

o “People who collect antiques that have been held by mankind for hundreds of years and 
know not the use of the violet flame whereby they may purify that substance before 
bringing it into their homes unwittingly preserve the impurities of history.  
 

o And of what does it avail them, then, to have these objects of art if they carry with them 
a talismanic action of times and places that did not bear testimony to the Light, having 
dense conditions in that forcefield? 
 

o “Take care, then, as to that which you keep in a physical sense in your household and 
the clothes you put upon your temple of Light. 
 

o For when you reach the portals of the Temple of the Ascension, the flame of purity 
penetrates all. Nothing can be hid from before the Lords of Karma.  
 

o For that mighty Light ray makes your entire soul transparent, and it deals with detail, 
precious ones, with the minutiae of everyday living. 
 

o “You think that things are unimportant, that it is superstitious to be concerned with color 
or fragrance or your surroundings.  
 

o I tell you, the very perfumes that people place upon their forms draw to them impurities 
and discarnate entities.  
 

o It is most essential, then, that you maintain a consciousness of purity, sensitive enough 
that you can tell at the touch of a hand whether or not an object needs cleaning, needs 
washing. 
 

o The use of the water element, the power of Neptune and Luara is very essential.  
 

o The use of the water element benefits not only the physical form but also the emotional 
body and the mental world. 
 

o I caution you to also not to neglect the purple fire, the violet flame and the flame of 
cosmic purity, for these are potent forces to keep you free.  
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o Once freed, remember, precious ones, that you do go forth again into the outer world 

and you must realize that you may take on the conditions of the outer world once again 
and these must be purified.  
 

o It is therefore recommended that the students examine the objects of art and other 
furnishings in their homes, removing those that do not contribute to the spirituality of the 
household and its members.  
 

o In the case of expensive and necessary items, a long-range plan is suggested for the 
gradual replacement of unsuitable items.  
 

o Balance is the byword in all such transitions from the material to the spiritual: perfection 
the goal in an imperfect world. 

 Be On Guard 

• We need to be more observant and more on guard.  
 

• Many poor souls have been caught off guard by one or more of these mass entities.  
 
• The cravings and the desires they attribute to themselves are, in reality, not their 

own but merely the projections of astral entities.  
 
• We can rise up in righteous indignation to cast out, in the name of Jesus the Christ, 

the enemy they have unwittingly comforted and aided.  
 
• We can turn to God with utter faith in his love and in his willingness to free us from 

the bondage of the accusers of the brethren. 
 
• We can overturn the tables of the money-changers who have made their houses 

dens of thieves. We can shatter the clay vessels that have harbored the entities. We 
can throw open the windows of our consciousness to welcome the fresh winds of the 
Holy Spirit. 

Casting Out Entities 

• There is a Science to the Casting Out of Entities 
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o You need experience and understanding in this science. The light displaces the 
darkness.  

o Prayer and mantra and decrees are the key. Prayer and fasting can be 
important—The Bible says that there are some that come not out except by 
fasting and prayer 

o There are specific decrees for casting out of entities 

o To use them you need the protection of Archangel Michael and the tube of light 

Astrea—the most powerful decree to the Divine Mother in this octave. 

• The decree to beloved Mighty Astrea [Decree 10.14] is a powerful decree.  

o It is actually a decree of exorcism.  

o The masters have told us that Jesus called to a being of light called Astrea to 
cast out entities.  

o We have this decree in our decree book. It is good to give it to keep ourselves 
free from such forces. We refer to the Circle and Sword of Astrea 

The Circle and Sword of Blue Flame 

o The circle and sword of blue flame are the special implements of the legions of purity 
and blue lightning (Elohim Purity and Astrea, Elohim Hercules and Amazonia, 
Archangel Michael and Faith, beloved Surya and Cuzco, the Ascended Master El 
Morya and others).  
 

o The circle of blue flame is a ring of spiritual fire. It may be invoked around any 
person, place, condition or thing requiring a concentrated action of the will of God, of 
his protection or of his purifying power.  

 
o The circle is used to contain and to immobilize forces of evil.  

 
o It will absorb the impurities of the soul and the psychic effluvia residual in the four 

lower bodies of man.  
 

o Now effluvia is often the cause of disease, accident, old age and death. So the circle 
and sword of blue flame gets rid of the junk. 
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o By intensifying the activity of the will of God, it will restore to the consciousness and 
being of man the original pattern of his perfection and of his divine plan. 

 
o The sword of blue flame is a ray of Light, a rod of divine power, a scepter of 

authority, drawn by the hosts of Light from their individual God flame.  
 

o They wield it to cut mankind free from all that would hinder them on the road of 
attainment.  

 
o In imitation of the Christ-power that is focused in the sword of blue flame, the 

students may visualize a flaming sword in their right hand, and they may wield it as 
the angels do.  

 
o The Elohim Astrea warns that invisible forces cause more problems than most of us 

realize.  
 

o She says, “Have you noticed how dogs seem to bark into the air in this direction and 
that and there is nothing there? They see the astral plane! They see the astral 
entities! They warn you! They are your protectors. They many times have blue-
lightning angels overshadowing them, and they sense their mission in defense of 
your life. 

 
o “Or perhaps you have noticed how you will have a sudden mood change. You may 

become angry. You may become sad. You may become depressed.  
 

o Yes, it may be the product of medication or wrong diet; but more than this, the forces 
of Darkness produce these conditions.  

 
o All is at peace and suddenly there is an explosion of argument and anger in 

confrontation within the family or between two individuals who love one another 
deeply. 

 
o “All of these things must be seen by you objectively. You must come to the 

realization, beloved, that you are dealing with ‘principalities and powers and spiritual 
wickedness in high places.’  
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o This Bible verse refers to hierarchies of fallen angels with whom you deal daily. They 
move against your most cherished hopes and dreams and dash the cup of Light 
before you can drink the elixir handed to you by a Seraphim of God.”  

 
o Archangel Michael says we should be ashamed to allow demons and discarnates of 

any kind to trick us when we are off guard.  
 

o Michael says, “In that moment when those little demons come and jump on your 
shoulders and cry out for recognition, you must in that very moment thrust forth your 
sword.  

 
o If the truth were known, these demons actually fear the flame in your heart.  

 
o They know their only hope is to trick you into feeling that you are somehow 

separated from God.  
 

o They know they have to catch you off guard. They already know they are no match 
for the Christ or the God flame within you.  

 
o They already know that you have all power from God if you will claim it. They have to 

trick you into failing to claim that power, if but for an instant, in the moment when 
they come.”  

 
o Lanello says, “Don’t be ... fair game for any little half-pint demon that desires to 

unhorse you and does.” 

RESOURCES 

For a complete teaching on entities and how they work, see The Path to Immortality, by 
Elizabeth Clare Prophet, seventh in the series of Climb the Highest Mountain books.  

 

 

	


